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Using colour wisely
Richard Truscott describes some common colour vision deficiencies that
should influence our use of colour to convey information.
About 8% of white males and 0.5% of white
females exhibit some form of colour vision
deficiency (commonly called ‘colour
blindness’). Smaller numbers of African
(4%) and Asian (6%) males have colour
deficiencies. All of these people could have
difficulty accessing information shown in
colour in websites, help systems and
printed manuals.
This article describes how colour vision
works and describes the defects in colour
vision. Simulations show normally sighted
viewers what colour deficient viewers see.
I produce documentation that often
contains complex flow or process diagrams.
Using colour adds meaning to these
diagrams but it can also confuse if readers
cannot interpret the colours. The choice of
which colours to use is vital to aiding
understanding.
Bear in mind when reading this article
that not all printing process or computer
monitors render colours accurately. If some
of the colours do not seem correct to you,
this may be the reason. You can check to
find out if you have any colour deficiency at
the website shown in the references at the
end of the article. If you have any doubt
about your colour vision, you should
consult an optometrist.

How colour vision works
The human eye detects colour and
brightness by photoreceptors in the retina
of the eye called cones and rods (from their

shape). The cones register colour in three
bands roughly equivalent to red, green and
blue. Rods detect brightness.
Rather confusingly, the colours go by
different naming schemes as shown in
Table 1. For people with normal sight, the
peak sensitivity falls within the bands
shown the table (represented by a grey
band in Figure 1).

Table 1. Naming conventions
Name

Also
known as

Rho
(ρ)
Gamma
(γ)

Red, L, Long
wave, Protan
Green, M,
Medium
wave, Deutan
Blue, S,
Short wave,

Beta
(β)

Normal
peak
sensitivity
(wavelength
in nm)
575–590
535–550

440–445

Types of vision colour
deficiency
A colour vision deficiency occurs when:
 Some of the cones do not respond
normally.
 Some of the cones are not present.
A description of the three types of
deficiency follows.

Anomalous trichromatic
Viewers see all three colours. However, the

peak sensitivity of the cones is higher or
lower than the figure given in Table 1. This
condition only affects the rho and gamma
cones resulting in difficulty seeing
red/green colours. This kind of colour
deficiency is less severe than the
dichromatic form.
In Deuteranomaly, the dysfunctional
gamma cones are more sensitive to red
light. The viewer has difficulty with redgreen colours. This is the most common
form of colour deficiency affecting 5% of
males and 0.4% of females.
In Protanomaly, the dysfunctional rho
cones are more sensitive to green light.

Dichromatic
Viewers see only two colours because one of
the cones is defective or missing. This kind
of deficiency is more severe than the
trichromatic form resulting in difficulty
seeing red/green or blue/yellow colours.
In Deuteranopia, the gamma cones are
missing and the viewer relies on the rho
and delta cones to give them colour
information.
In Protanopia, the rho cones are missing
and the viewer relies on the gamma and
delta cones to give them colour
information.
In Tritanopia, the delta cones are
missing and the viewer relies on the rho
and gamma cones to give them colour
information. This form of colour deficiency
is very rare. The viewer has difficulty with

Figure 1 Colour spectrum and cone peak sensitivity
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yellow-blue colours.

Monochromatic
No colour is seen, only shades of grey
because the cones do not function or are
missing. In this condition, the rods only are
functioning and thus the person sees in
shades of grey. This condition is very rare
and is truly ‘colour blindness’.

Effects of colour deficiency
Most types of colour deficiency manifest
themselves as difficulty in differentiating
red-green colours and, exceptionally, blueyellow. Colour deficiencies come from
inheritance in the X chromosome, illness or
injury.
Scientists test colour perception by
psychophysical observations. From the
observations, they produce algorithms that
simulate how the colours are likely to
appear to a colour-deficient viewer. Figures
in this article use the Vischeck software to
produce the simulations.
 Top band: this shows the colours of the
rainbow as seen by a normally sighted
viewer.
 Middle band: this simulates, for a
normally sighted viewer how somebody
with deuteranomaly sees the same
rainbow. Reds appear as mid browns,
yellows as tan colours. Blue, indigo and
violet all appear as shades of blue.
 Bottom band: this simulates how

somebody with protanopia sees the
same rainbow. Reds appear as shades of
brown and greens appear as beige. Blue,
indigo and violet all appear as shades of
blue.

Keeping colour deficient
viewers in mind
Problems arise for colour deficient viewers
if you choose the wrong colours because.
 Green’s red’s and yellows appear as
shades of brown, tan or beige. To a
normally sighted viewer red and green
are distinct but similar to colour
deficient viewers.
 Blue, indigo and violet appear as shades
of blue.
The effect is that you have fewer colours to
use for showing information.
The next article will show how to design
and test your colour schemes suitable for
colour deficient viewers.
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Figure 2 Effects of colour deficiency
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